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N a previous letter' we have reported the observation
~ ~ that the ratio of the gg values of the '/sly and ~By

states of gallium has the value 2.00344; the value 2 for this
ratio follows from Russell-Saunders coupling and the con-
ventional spin and orbital gyromagnetic ratios. If each of
these states is exactly described by Russell-Saunders coupl-
ing, this observation can only be explained by setting
(gs —28I,)~0.00229~0.00008, where the electron spin g
value is gs~2+bs, and the orbital momentum g value is
gI, ~ 1+BI,.Since each of these atomic states may be sepa-
rately subject to configuration interaction perturbations,
the interpretation of this result was not entirely clear.

A determination has now been made of the ratio of the
gg values of Na in the'Si state and of Ga in the'Pi state.
The experimental procedure was similar to that previously
described' The known hyperflne interaction constants of
galliumm and sodium' were employed in the analysis of the
data. Ke 6nd for this ratio the value 3.00732+0.00018
instead of the value 3. This result can be explained by
mak'ng {~s-2hz,}-0.00244~0.00001.

The agreement between the values of (Bs-281.) obtained
by the two experiments makes it unlikely that one can
account for the effect by perturbation of the states. The
eBect of configuration interaction on the gg value of sodium
is presumably negligible. ' To explain our observed eiTect
without modi6cation of the conventional values of gs or gl,
introduces the rather unlikely requirement that both states
of gaBium be perturbed, and by amounts just great enough
to give the agreement noted above.

From any expmment in which the ratio of the gI values
of atomic states is determined, it is possible to determine
only the quantity (bs —2bI.). If, on the basis of the corre-
spondence principle we set 81. equal to zero, we may state
the result of our first experiment as

gs =2.00229~0.00008

and that of our recent experiment as

gs =2.00244&0.00006.

It is not possible, at the present time, to state whether the
apparent discrepancy between these values is real. It is
conceivable that some small perturbation of the states
would give rise to a discrepancy of the indicated magnitude.

These results are not in agreement with the recent sug-
gestion by Breit as to the magnitude of the intrinsic mo-
ment of the electron.
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'T is the purpose of this note to report the results of some
- - two-bulb thermal diffusion experiments that have been
performed with neon, argon, and nitrogen. Previously, two-
bulb thermal diffusion experiments with isotopic mixtures
have been performed by Nier' (rpethane and neon} and
by Sties (neon and argon).

The value of the thermal diffusion constant, 0,, can be
computed from the observed data by means of the equation

CP-Cs i.+P+ Tl/Tp

eClCg (1+p/2) InTl/Tp'

where Cgp is the concentration of the heavy isotope in the
cold bulb;

(C~), Cs is the concentration of the (light} heavy
isotope in normal material;

e is the number of repeated runs;
Tp and Ti are the temperatures of the cold and hot

bulbs, respectively;
P~ TgV, /TeV~, is a small correction for the gas in

the connecting tube between the bulbs.

Since a is a temperature dependent quantity, it is cus-
tomary to specify the temperature at which measurements
are made by a criterion due to Bromn, ' namely,

T~ (Tl Tp/Tg —Tp) lnTl, /Tp,

where T is the temperature assigned to a measured value
of a and To and Tj signify as before.

It is also convenient to refer to Rp, where R~ is defined
as the ratio of the experimentally determined value of a
to the value of a predicted on the basis of the elastic sphere
molecular model.

The apparatus used in the experiments reported here
was similar to that described by Nier and Stier. The high
temperature was obtained by a sperially constructed regu-
lated furnace and the low temperature by a constant
temperature bath.

The gas samples from the thermal diffusion experiments
mere analyzed with a Nier-type mass spectrometer. ~ The
procedure was as follows. Six determinations of the ratio
of the intensity of the heavy isotope to the intensity of the
light isotope were made on the normal material. Then six
determinations of the same ratio were made on the sample
collected from a thermal diffusion experiment. The average
of the six values from the normal material was compared
with the average of the six values from the sample to obtain
the quantity (Cgp-Cs)/Cg, which can be substituted di-
rectly into (i).

In the case of neon, there was no background behind
either the Ne or the Ne peak, and the two peaks were
completely resolved in the mass spectrometer. Kith argon,
the AI' and Ap peaks were completely resolved, but it was
necessary to make a small correction for the background
behind the AN peak. Kith nitrogen, there was a background
of approximately 0.05 times the intensity of the N"N"
peak in the valley between N"N" and Ng". It was also


